We show that the quantum angle measurement for x-polarized photon number states results in an angle which will never correspond to the y-axis for an odd number of photons; yet for an even number of photons it always can. The analogy of this surprising effect for other particles or ions (qubits in their spin up state) is presented and we show why such an effect cannot be observed in a standard SU(2) interferometer. The quantum phase representation of such an interferometer provides clues as to how its apparatus might be modified in order to demonstrate these phenomena. The same representation is then used to provide insight on the range and sensitivity that one can expect from quantum phase statistical inference algorithms which can surpass the "Heisenberg limit."
I. INTRODUCTION
The general theory of the quantum measurement of relative-phase is summarized in [1] wherein it is also shown to be equivalent to the quantum measurement of an angle about an axis (complementary to the angular momentum along that axis) when the relative-phase is taken to be between the "up"and "down" oscillators of Schwinger's harmonic oscillator model of angular momentum [2] . The quanta of Schwinger's oscillators are presumably unphysical (as they are spin-1/2 primitives which behave like bosons) yet that model has proved useful for a variety of visualizations and calculations -including the analysis of beam splitters and interferometers in quantum optics [3] . A slight modification of Schwinger's harmonic oscillator model of angular momentum permits the inclusion of photons [4] wherein the primitives become the physically realizable quanta of the right and left circular polarization modes of an electromagnetic plane wave. Therein the quantum angle measurement (equivalent to the relative-phase measurement between the two circular polarization modes) provides novel insight on optical polarization; including the fact that for x-polarized photon number states such angle will never correspond to the y-axis for an odd number of photons, but for an even number of photons it always can [1] , as demonstrated in Fig. 1 for the cases of one, two and three x-polarized photon number states. Owing to a factor of two between Schwinger's model and its photonic variation [1, 4] the analogy of this surprizing effect, for fermions and ordinary (i.e., non-photonic) bosons, is that "spin up can point down" for bosons but it never does for fermions (as demonstrated in Fig. 2 for spin-1/2, spin-1 and spin-3/2 particles); wherein by "spin up alongx" we mean m x = j where m x is the eigenvalue ofĴ x / for a particle of total angular momentum labeled by j; and by "point down" we mean the angle about the z-axis, φ, is π (where φ = 0 corresponds to the x-axis). Note in passing that Fig. 2 also demonstrates the phenomenon of "spin up really does point up" [4] i.e., not only can φ = 0 occur for such states, but that is also its most likely value -in contrast to a vector model which (prior to the establishment of the quantum angle formalism) would attempt to infer φ from the measurement ofĴ x andĴ 2 (rather than directly describing the measurement of φ). Returning to the "spin up can point down" for bosons phenomenon: note that the angular distributions in Fig. 2 are also the relative-phase distributions between the two oscillators of Schwinger's model. Since such oscillators can also model the upward and downward paths in an interferometer the following question naturally arises. Namely, can the surprizing behavior at φ = π in Fig. 2 (analogous to the surprizing behavior at φ = π/2 in Fig. 1 ) be observed in a standard SU(2) interferometer? The answer turns out to be no.
The quantum phase representation of an SU(2) interferometer discussed herein shows that there is no inconistancy and illucidates the relationship between these two quantum measurements. It will also fascilitate the calculation of some of our results as well as provide insight on the range and sensitivity that one can expect from a quantum phase estimation algorithm which can surpass the "Heisenberg limit" by orders of magnitude while utilizing the simple apparatus of an SU(2) interferometer!
II. QUANTUM ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR LINEAR POLARIZED PHOTON NUMBER STATES
The transformation between linear and circular polarization basis annihilation operators follows that of their associated classical vectors: √ 2â r ≡â x + iâ y and √ 2â l ≡â x − iâ y , so that √ 2â x =â r +â l and i √ 2â y =â r −â l .
Thus one x-polalrized photon |1 x |0 y is a supperposition of one right-handed (r) circularly polarized photon and one left-handed (l) circularly polarized photon, which have been created "in phase" (which we define to mean that there is no phase shift between the creation operators which create the two modes) i.e.,
Throughout this paper we adhere to the above definiiton of two modes being "in phase," which is not to be confused with the probability of the outcome of zero when their relative-phase is measured. To form the quantum angle representation of such a state we use the photonic primitives [1, 4] (instead of Schwinger's [2] primitives) which reflect the fact that a photon is a "spin-1 particle with m = 0 missing" [5] wherein
In general, as summarized in [1] , we can perform the quantum angle measurement via a "snapshot" in absolute time (a conditional probability operator measure, which involves the addition of amplitudes associated with different j) or via a "time average" (a marginal probability operator measure, which involves the addition of probabilities associated with different j). For states with a unique value of j however (such as the x-polarized photon number states) both of these procedures reduce to a simple Fourier transform of the complementary wavefunction ψ j,m ≡ j, m|ψ , the magnitude square of which yeilds the quantum angle distribution, viz.,
The quantum angle distribution of a single x-polarized photon utilizes (3) so that m → m p increments by two and we obtain
Similarly, we have
so that the quantum angle distribution of a two-photon x-polarized number state is
In general the x-polarized number states yield
(8) where j → j p is always an integer and m → m p so that the sum is from 1 when j p is odd (in which case C j 0 ≡ 0) or from 2 when j p is even. The sum is to an upper limit of j p in increments of two; and the coefficients are generated recursively from
for j > 1 with an initial condition of C 1 1 = 1 and
for even j (otherwise it vanishes). We note that C j m=j = √ j! and we will later show how these coefficients are related to the Wigner D matricies.
Note the generalization of "spin-1 with m = 0 missing" is that m p is odd (even) when j p is odd (even). Therefore (8) reveals that x-polarized photon number states of an odd number have P (j) (φ = π/2) = 0 so that the angle will never correspond to the y-axis for such states. Yet (8) also shows that x-polarized photon number states of an even number have P (j) (φ = π/2) = 0 so that the angle always can correspond to the y-axis for such states.
A subtle point which now bears mentioning is that the optical polarization basis transformation in (1) belongs to the U(2) group whereas rotations are isomorphic to SU(2) (where the S stands for special in that its unitary matricies also have a determinant equal to one). The beam splitters of section II also belong to SU(2) but notice we restricted our attention to only x-polarized photons in the above (leaving the y-polarization in the vacuum state). Thus we will be able to map to analogous behavior by also restricting our attention to only single-port input excitations of the SU (2) interferometer (leaving the other input port in the vacuum state).
Formally, the quantum angle measurement for a state with a single value of j, e.g., that of a spin-j particle, will require an additional system such as an electromagnetic field to provide a Hilbert space large enough to permit wavefunction collapse (or equivalently a desription of the measurement in terms of sets of commuting observables) [1] . If however the field is in (for example) the vacuum state prior to the measurement then the single-j statistics, so simply presented in (4), will manefest.
III. QUANTUM ANGLE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR FERMIONS AND NON-PHOTONIC BOSONS IN THE SPIN UP STATE
To maintain an analogy with the x-polarized photon number states we now consider a spin-j particle which is "spin up along the x-axis," i.e., a particle in the state |j, m x = j where m x is the eigenvalue ofĴ x / . Of course we need not employ any oscillators, but in Schwinger's model these states would correspond to up/down oscillators forĴ x (instead ofĴ z ) of photon number n u = j and n d = 0 (analogous to a single-port input excitation). We transform the J x representation into the J z representation via a π/2 rotation about the y-axis
where we inserted a resolution of the identity operator, I = j m=−j |m m|, on the left of the rotation operator, D y (π/2). For kets without a subscript, the z-axis is implied (as it is also implied for m and φ throughout this paper). For simplicity we supressed the j label in the kets (and bras) since our attention is currently on the single-j statistics and the d (j) m,mx (π/2) are from the well-known Wigner D matrix elements:
which can be calculated in a variety of ways [7] . The "spin up along x" kets have m x = j so the coefficients in their J z representation correspond to the first column of the Wigner D matricies (of β = + π/2). An explicit example will mitigate the risk of any notational confusion so let's consider spin-one (i.e., j = 1) in the following. We have
so that (4) yields
Notice that the quantum angle distribution of spin-1 up alongx is related to that of the two-photon x-polarized number state as follows:
which exemplifies how the surprizing behavior at φ = π/2 illustrated in Fig. 1 turns into the surprizing behavior at φ = π illustrated in Fig. 2 (4) is also the relativephase distribution [1] between these two modes.
IV. RELATIVE PHASE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR SINGLE-PORT PHOTON NUMBER STATE BEAM SPLITTERS
In the quantum theory of an interferometer [3] there are many possible choices of beam splitter reference planes -which correspond to many possible choices of axies of rotation. We choose the y-axis so that the Wigner D matrix elements will occur in what follows. Thus, we can choose to have either the J x representation "outside" the beam splitters and the J z representation "inside the interferometer" or vice-versa. We choose the former in order to maintain similarity to the above, as well as to simplify the notation so that we won't need a subscript on φ since the z-axis will be implied. We also choose the first beam splitter to correspond to a rotation of +π/2 and the second one to be of −π/2 so that spin up will always correspond to the upward path.
The transformation of the first beam splitter's input annihilation operators (denoted with an "a") into its output annihilation operators (denoted with a "b") follows that of d
Thus √ 2â u =b u +b d (analogous to √ 2â x =â r +â l ) splits the single-port input into two "in phase" modes inside the interferometer; and we create the J z representation of the input number states (of J x representation) in parallel with how we created the circular polarization representation of the linear polarized number states; but this time, instead of (3) we have j = (n u + n d )/2 and m = (n u − n d )/2, i.e., Schwinger's primitives, so that each quanta is associated with a z-component angular momentum of 1/2. Notice that in (14) we changed j (and φ, because m changed) but the coefficients did not change. Since we could also do that calculation via the Wigner D matricies, the C j m are an alternate way of calculating the same numbers as the first column of these matricies and we have
This also proves that the d
m,j (π/2) must be symmetric in m, so their Fourier transform results in terms only of the form Cos(mφ) and the interpretation of the surprizing effect at φ = π is that two modes which have been created "in phase" (via an even number of creation operations) can have a relative-phase of π when it is measured; yet those created via an odd number of creation operations can not.
Note in passing that a mode input to the other port of this beam splitter would be split into two-modes which are created to be 180 degrees out of phase but herein we do not excite that input port, just as we did not bring the y-polarization out of the vacuum state in section II. So we also need not concern ourselves with the difference between U(2) and SU(2), e.g., the absence of an i in √ 2â d = −b u +b d as opposed to i √ 2â y =â r −â l since we never used either of these equations; and restricted our attention instead to √ 2â u =b u +b d and the analogous √ 2â x =â r +â l . Moreover, if we excited some y-polarization (or an input to the 180 degree splitter port) then we would not be surprized to observe an optical polarization angle at π/2 (or a relative-phase of π). In the next section we derive the quantum phase representation of an SU(2) interferometer without any restriction on its input state. After which, we will then return to the analysis of the single-port input statistics.
Although they correspond to quantum measurements which are realizable (in principle) no one, to date, has identified an apparatus which can realize the quantum phase or quantum angle measurements. Interferometers are typically used to infer phase, so the question arises as to wheather or not such "out of phase type behavior" can be demonstrated in an SU(2) interferometer? The answer clearly is no, since if we phase shift the upper path by some amount Φ and recombine the two via a beam splitter of reference planes associated with a rotation aboutȳ by −π/2 then at Φ = 0 the interferometer reduces to the indentity operator -reproducing the input state at its output for all input states |ψ . Thus, spin up at the input can never result in any photons going into the "down port" photodetector at the output when Φ = 0 -independent of the value of P (φ = π).
This is not to say that such an effect cannot be observed via some other quantum measurement for which we presently have a physical realization (e.g., perhaps it could be observed in heterodyne or homodyne detection, etc.). It is instructive to explicitly demonstrate the relationship between the quantum measurement of phase and the quantum measurement realized in an SU(2) interferometer: not only to demonstrate that there is no inconsistancy in their predictions and provide clues as to how one might modify the interferometer's apparatus in order to observe the surprizing effects above; but also the quantum phase representation of an SU(2) interferometer will provide novel insight as to how an interferometer works (as did the analogies to rotations [3] ). Most importantly, it will facilitate proofs regarding the range and sensitivity one can anticipate in quantum phase statistical inference (QPSI) algorithms -which can yeild accuracies that are orders of magnitude better than the "Heisenberg limit," while utilizing the simple apparatus of an SU(2) interferometer (and classical signal processing that has been armed with quantum knowledge of the possible outcomes) [8, 9] .
V. QUANTUM PHASE REPRESENTATION OF AN SU(2) INTERFEROMETER
First, there is a subtle point that we wish to clarify so that the notation is transparent to an audience wider than just the quantum optics community. Recall we chose to have the J x representation "outside" the beam splitters and the J z representation "inside the interferometer." But it would be wrong to say, for example, that with an input state of |m x x the state of the first beam splitter's output is BS in |m x x and also utilize (10), since that would be tantamount to performing the rotation assosicated with the input beam splitter, BS in , twice. The beam splitter of course does perform an operation on these states (in accordance with the transformation of annihitaion operators in the Heisenberg picture, as in (15) for our choice). The use of (10) makes it look as if we chose to use two different representations of the same state -with its J x representation on the left of BS in and its J x representation on the right of BS in . The subtlety is that those are different spatial modes (as clarified in (15) by the use ofâ versusb). In other words, the upward/downward paths on the left are different spatial modes than the upward/downward paths on the right. Perhaps the safest notation is to let |ψ represent the state at the output of the first beam splitter (and let BS in be thought of as part of the state preperation step -examples of which in the Heisenberg and Schrodinger pictures being given in the previous sections). Thus, the interferometer's measurement statistics can be written as P
is the underlying wavefunction in measurement outcome m = (n u − n d )/2. Note that m (the eigenvalue ofĴ x / ) is 1/2 the difference of the number of photodetection events in the up/down photodetectors (within some ob- servation time T ) when one imposes a differential phase shift Φ between the upward and downward paths inside the interferometer -analogous to the rotation D z (Φ). For arbitrary states (rather than those comprised of a single value of j, such as the single-port photon number states) we could argue that the measurement outcomes from different j are distinguishable in principle (wheather or not we record j) so that in a standard interferometer we would add probabilities: P m (Φ) = j P (j) m (Φ) [10] . Notice that we chose a "+" in the Fourier transform going into φ in (4) so that right-handed rotations displace φ to the right:
Inserting a resolution of the identity operator in terms of the angle-kets,Î = π −π dφ 2π |φ φ| , on the left of the rotation operator in (17) then yields
Now, utilizing the adjoint of (10) we have
so that the quantum phase representation of an SU (2) interferometer is
where the functions S It is easy to show that the S (j) m (φ) form a set of orthogonal functions (for any j)
So, from the orthogonality of the e
where the sum is over the columns of "row m" times "row n" (and we supressed β = −π/2). But the n-th row of d
n,m is also the n-th column of its inverse, hence ζ = δ m,n (the Kronecker delta) as asserted.
When a single-port number state is input to the interferometer (16) shows that ψ(φ) itself becomes S (j)
as Φ → π, where we used m → −m under a rotation by π. Orthogonality then shows that this vanishes, independent of the value of ψ(φ = π). Thus there is no inconsistency. The state-independent behavior of the interferometer at the extremes of Φ = 0 and Φ = π can of course been seen more readily by considering it as one equivalent rotation, but now we have clues as to how we might modify the apparatus in order to reveal the behavior at φ = π. It is this squaring of the Wigner D matrix elements which prevents the observation of such effects and we make the conjecture that instead of "beating the signal with itself" (so to speak) we should beat it with a seperate local oscillator (as in heterodyne detection). An analgous conjecture would be that these effects might be observed in scattering experiments on trapped ions (e.g., perhaps as in Raman heterodyne spectroscopy).
We now turn our attention to the use of this representation to provide insight on the range and sensitivity that one can expect from quantum phase statistical inference algorithms [8, 9] . The squares of the d (j) m=j,m turn out to be proportional to the binomial coefficients, thus we can prove that for the single-port number states we have P m,m =j get larger in absolute value) so that their convolution with the phase representation will displace the resulting peaks further away from φ = 0. The behavior for m < 0 follows from a rotation by π. When we consider e.g., a simultaneous LMS fitting of these functions to measured interferometer statistics (obtained during a fixed and unknown value of Φ) we see that the near monotonicity of the P (j) m=±j (Φ) on [0, π] will resolve which side of the peaks we must be on for the other statistics; which in turn enable decent sensitivity (slope) throughout this range. Fig. 4 illustrates similar behavior for j = 4 wherein we also see the increased sensitivity resulting from the use of more photons; as well as the anticipation of good performance closer to zero and π (where all slopes must vanish due to symmetry).
